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When Rox and I flew to Ireland, we had the most uncomfortable
plane ride ever. We waited an extra hour before a jet arrived at
our gate to board. As we finally boarded it was not on a typical
cross-Atlantic jet but a smaller one typically used for cross country
lights with only three seats on each side of the aisle and only two
restrooms in the rear.
Before takeoff, the front door was
reopened. The pilot announced we didn’t have enough fuel to
cross the Atlantic and must wait for additional fuel. Then smell of
aviation fuel filled the cabin! Thirty minutes later the doors were
closed. We then waited forty five minutes to leave as we had lost
our place in line for a runway. We finally took off for a nine hour
flight. It took another hour before the odor of aviation fuel finally
left the cabin. The flight was full, so the serving cart was in the
center aisle for almost the entire trip. It was impossible to stand or
stretch. There was only one chance to run to the restroom. There
were no TV’s for distraction, the cabin was too warm, and it was
impossible to budge even an inch in our seats. More than once I
wondered if we had made a mistake getting on this flight, and
couldn’t understand why we were in such a cramped plane for
such a long flight. Finally, when it seemed as if the nightmare
would never end, we started our descent into Ireland. I could
see the Shannon River, green pastures, an old castle or abbey,
small houses, and flocks of sheep. It was a beautiful sight as the
sun was beginning to rise. We landed and had one of the most
fulfilling and enjoyable vacations ever! The uncomfortableness of
that flight was an instant and distant memory. It didn’t matter
anymore! Life is often like that as Paul talked about in 2
Corinthians 4:16-17.
Here is Eugene Peterson’s paraphrase:
“These hard times are small potatoes compared to the coming
good times, the lavish celebration prepared for us. There’s far
more here than meets the eye. The things we see now are here
today, gone tomorrow. But the things we can’t see now will last
forever.” Faith really can change our perspective.
Pastor Seeber
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ASH WEDNESDAY and LENT
Many of our traditions in the Church seem
outdated in a modern world,. Lent is one
such endeavor. There is a wonderful reason
for this season, which should not be ignored,.
For some this might be a brand new
experience. In any case, here is what the
season of Lent can mean for you.
Lent begins on Ash Wednesday, and is a forty
day journey to prepare us for Holy Week and
Easter. The forty days of Lent are a reminder
of what it was like for Israel to wander 40
years in the desert before entering the
Promised Land. It has the feel of Jonah’s wait
in the belly of a whale, or Noah’s 40 day boat
ride toward a rainbow. It remembers Jesus’
40 day temptation as his ministry began.
Lent remembers Jesus’ loving journey to a
cross and tomb, so that all the days of our
lives will be flavored by his love for us.
Ash Wednesday (March 2) noon and 6:30 pm.
This is a somber day of repentance and trust
in the saving love of Jesus. This is the darkest
day of the year as we reflect on our
brokenness and that Christ’s sacrifice for us
comes from a love we don’t deserve and is
given with no guarantee of a response. We
are used to making a sign of the cross (with
ash), saying “you are dust and to dust you
shall return.” This is both a hint of earth’s
power, and the victory of the cross.
Midweek services begin March 9 both and
Noon and 6:30 pm. Again this year we will
share them on Facebook and YouTube.
Our theme will be “Lost and Found.” We will
revisit Luke 15 and the three parables of a lost
sheep, a lost coin, and lost sons. A famous
Rembrandt painting of this parable will assist
our focus on the themes.
Special devotional booklets, as always, will be
available as another Lenten resource.
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While many have returned to worship, we
know that others are still waiting for a clearer
sense of a time of “all clear.” We will do all
we can to help everyone in their Lenten
journey and whether here or not, we are all
walking together toward Easter joy.
Planning has been difficult for all, but our
hope is that by Holy Week more and more of
our church family will be able to participate in
this great weeklong moment of worship.
Lent comes from a word meaning “spring.”
And what is Lent but the “spring cleaning” of
our spiritual lives? We have all been slowing
down more than we like, but this is different
and an opportunity to do spiritual
housecleaning to be ready for the passionate
love of the cross and an empty tomb.
For hundreds of years, Christians have
embraced traditions of fasting, meditation,
and works of love as the “disciplines” of Lent.
“Giving up” something during Lent is a
reminder of Jesus’ sacrifice for us, and a
wonderful tradition IF it truly is a sacrifice and
helps in your meditation and contemplation.
Many, chose also to add something new to
life as an aid in this journey! Maybe daily
devotions, or an hour each week devoted to
some mission? Maybe more time for prayer
and the discipline of joining with your faith
family in Lenten worship?
Last year we hoped that all could be ready
to rejoin us for the great celebration of Easter.
The pandemic had different plans and
conspired to keep us away from each other.
But maybe this time around many will be able
to COME HOME for EASTER! For this is our
“home away from home.” Any congregation
is a rest stop on a life-long journey, where we
gather for renewal, refreshment, and a
special touch of grace. This year will also be
an opportunity to welcome and invite others
who have no church home! It’s time!
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BAPTISM and CHRISTENING
I was asked if “Baptism” and “Christening”
mean the same thing? Here are some
thoughts. Baptism is a Greek word meaning
to “wash, sprinkle, or immerse with water.”
Christening is from Old English and literally
means "to give the name of Christ."
"Naming" is always part of Baptism. For that
reason, for centuries Baptism and Christening
were used interchangeably, as Baptism is
renaming someone as a child of Christ. We
believe Baptism is God’s gift and announces
we are children of God. It is his grace, not our
acts, which makes this possible. We baptize
because Jesus commanded it. Baptism gifts
us with God’s presence and power.
For many centuries the practice has been to
“name” a child at birth. At Baptism, the child
is named as a Christ child, or “Christened.”
And some are given an additional “Christian”
name. So, Augusta Frieda Schmidt would be
baptized as Augusta Frieda MARY Schmidt.
After the Reformation, many of the Reform
and Anabaptist churches discarded infant
baptism. Many started having a "christening"
or naming ceremony for an infant (separate
from baptism) and redefined baptism as an
adult conversion experience.
And so some use Christening and Baptism in
different ways than the historic Church has up
to the time of Reformation (and up to the
present day for the liturgical churches such as
Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, Lutheran,
etc. ) So, what does that mean for us?
We affirm that in Baptism we are “named” as
God’s child. In Baptism we celebrate LIFE is
God’s gift and not our creation. In Baptism
we celebrate that miracle through the
Sacrament of Washing. Whether or not a
family adds an additional “Christian” name,
or celebrates that their named child is being
raised in the Christian faith, the effect is the
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same. Typically, then, we call this moment
BAPTISM, for that is what the Sacrament is.
“Christening” has an historic Christian element
to it, many use it to mean something more
cultural, as a simple “naming ceremony.”
Because "christening" became associated
with naming and was separated from
Baptism, that is why it is even used now when
a ship (for instance) is named, or christened. I
hope that this helps to understand why
different words are used for a naming
ceremony, and why in the Lutheran Church
we typically talk more about the Sacrament
of Holy Baptism than having a christening.
AFFIRMATION of BAPTISM
This is the rite in which our young people
AFFIRM the faith of their Baptism, saying “this
is my faith.” In the “laying on of hands” the
pastor “confirms” the faith of their baptism,
just as at baptism the hands of blessing
touched a child with water and the sign of
the cross. A child “affirms,” while the laying
on of hands “confirms” the faith.
Those baptized for the first time as teenagers
or adults, have these actions rolled into one
as they are baptized and affirm their faith at
the same time. We believe and confess in
ONE Baptism into Christ’s family, rather than
into a particular denomination. Baptism is a
once for all gift, dependent on God’s grace,
not our understanding of how it works.
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Baptism is the celebration of new life with
Christ. Parents, Godparents and the entire
church commit ourselves after Baptism to
support the life of the baptized in worship,
spiritual growth, and servant living. Baptism
doesn’t guarantee heaven, only God can do
that, but celebrates God’s guarantee and
begins a lifetime journey of daily repentance,
renewal and Christian love in our life together.
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Catechism Review The Lord’s Prayer (part 4)

“Give Us Daily Bread”
When we hear “daily bread” we think “food.”
Our hope is that God will never let us get
hungry. But what about people of faith who
don’t have daily food and are still hungry? Is
God not listening, or do you think God is
unaware of the needs of his hungry children?
For many, a food crisis is eating out because I
don’t want to cook or having one donut
instead of two. What we don’t need we
freeze. What we will eat next week is already
in a box somewhere.
Most don’t really
understand the concept of “daily” bread.
For Jesus (as for many still today) it was
different. Bread could never be taken for
granted. It took an entire season to grow
grain. Then it was harvested, threshed, and
ground into flour. There were no freezers or 24
hour grocery stores if extra guests suddenly
appeared. Much of a day was spent mixing,
kneading, leavening, and baking for the one
evening meal. When each meal might be
the last, “daily bread” was the essence of life!
When we got our puppy, the first thing she
did each morning was run to the food dish to
see if there was food. What a basic instinct!
Yet, how embarrassing when a puppy is more
aware of her dependence on me than I am
on God! This prayer reminds me to pay
attention to where food comes from! It is
about the miracle of life! Heavenly manna!

What is “daily bread” for me might not be the
same for another. To keep me alive, I might
need a job, a home, or loved ones who care.
When we ask for “daily bread” we are asking
God for the stuff that keeps life going. It is
about what I need, rather than what I want.
Most eat whether they deserve to or not.
And many are hungry, whether they deserve
to be or not. Sometimes evil ones receive a
banquet and sometimes the faithful endure
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famine. Why pray if God has other plans?

This prayer helps me focus so that when I eat;
I celebrate God. And when I share “daily
bread” with others, I am sharing God. This
prayer opens our living to live-giving
nourishment from God that can fill us as no
other food. If God is Creator, then God is
Owner. And if God is Owner, then all we
have to support and sustain life is a “gift.”
Don’t forget His gifts of sunlight, gravity, rain,
fertile soil, a balance between good insect
and pest, and so on and so forth.
“Daily
bread” is the gift of a God who has created
all things and a plan so that life might be
sustained and replenished. It’s amusing to
watch birds fight over a slice of bread. They
attack, steal, and squawk over what is more
than any one could eat. If smart, they would
divide the bread so each could eat rather
than leaving some bruised and bloody or
without anything to take back to their nests.
And that becomes another lesson, as we
understand gifts are given to be shared.

If I have life and someone else is hungry, this
prayer reminds that just as Jesus love is shared
so it is shared through me! And when I
remember “daily bread” is a gift, then I
understand how I use it becomes an act of
worship in itself. Do you remember the story
of “stone soup?”
A village starved by
selfishness, was slowly gathered around a
stranger, boiling a pot full of water and a
rock. His word “it is good” convinced them
that it was nourishing. As each added gifts of
vegetables and seasoning, an entire village
received and was transformed by the “daily
bread” of grace. Jesus’ word, “I am bread of
life” has done the same for me!
As manna brought life to the desert, Jesus
(the Bread of Life) nourishes us from an empty
tomb. As we pray we remember. As we
remember we are fed. As we are fed, we are
strengthened for service.
Give us “daily
bread” indeed! Thank you! Amen.
Pastor Seeber
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Family Game Night
Family Ministry will be hosting a family game night!
Send the kids down to the high school room (activities/
facilitators provided!) and have some fun interacting
with other families and friends. Games will be provided
and there will be pizza and an ice cream bar! No cost!

Friday, March 4th

Family Ministry News

Family Life

Please sign up on the kiosk!

5:30pm—7:30pm

Culture Shock
For the next few months this column will feature some
alarming trends in culture right now! Culture is changing at
an alarming rate and as the Church we should be aware as
we don’t change who we are or our message...but as we
adapt our methods and ways of doing ministry.
https://ifstudies.org/blog/the-home-after-the-plague-family-in-post-covid-america

The numbers of “families” are decreasing. People are
waiting longer to get married and have children—if at all?
Why should this alarm us as a church? Faith is lived out in
community. We obviously have our community of faith but
where does one practice this in a daily context? The easy
answer...family. Whether this includes the people living in
your house or people you hit up on your phone, we get a
daily opportunity to live out and practice our faith! As family
numbers decrease, we have both a challenge and
opportunity on our hands. What are your thoughts in
addressing this trend, within our context?
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Youth News
High School:
Bible Study
Every Sunday at 9:15am!
NO class March 27th
Virtual Chopped! Cooking
Competition
March 20th from 4-6pm

Middle School Youth:
Confirmation Class
Wednesday’s in Lent we
encourage you to attend
worship as a family!
NO Sunday School March 27th
Open “Gym”
We will clear some space in
Blends and have some fun!
March 13th, 11:30am-1:30pm
!
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Echoes
God IS at work through people in our
congregation...here is their story:
Zion is a large building. Large buildings
can have many problems—most of the
problems are not so large but many
small problems add up to a huge
amount of work! Did you know at least a
couple times a month mainly two
gentlemen come and do repairs? From
replacing the ballasts on lights to
cleaning out the faucet screens in the
bathroom, these two committed
members very quietly allow God to work
through their hands and feet. Not only
do they save Zion a ton of money on
repairs and service calls but they never
complain. (I think they secretly enjoy
doing all the little fixer upper jobs...I
know I like learning from them). This
duo shows God at Work in more ways
than one might recognize...especially
since the work they do helps keep the
building in good order and working
condition. Sometimes it’s easy to notice
what is wrong or what’s missing, but not
always on our minds to appreciate good
order. These two bring good ‘order’ to
the Zion building and in turn, echo
God’s love.
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CAMPUS MINISTRY REPORT:
FEBRUARY 2022:
One trend that I have noticed this academic
year is students seem to be drawn to events
focused on a particular topic for our
Monday evening Bible study/discussion time.
We did a series this semester on taking care
of ourselves spiritually, mentally, emotionally
and physically.
We invited a Christian counselor from Desert
Streams Christian Counseling Network to talk
about caring for our mental and emotional
well-being. He had previously worked as a
guidance counselor at KVCC for a number
of years, so is familiar with college students.
Additionally, a WMU faculty member from
Interdisciplinary Health spoke about taking
care of the bodies God has given us and
how to love God with our heart, soul, mind
and strength. The students enjoyed those
specific topics and have a bigger turnout for
those talks.
On Friday evening February 11th, a group of
5 WMU students and I volunteered at the
Kalamazoo YWCA. We spent time with the
kids whose moms are at the shelter for
victims of domestic violence. The goal of
this volunteer opportunity is to provide some
positive time and care for the kids, whether
it’s helping them with homework, or playing
games in the recreation center at the
YWCA. Our next volunteer time at the
YWCA is planned for either Tuesday,
February 22nd or Tuesday, March 1st.
On Saturday, February 19th, members of the
WMU soccer team worked with both junior
and senior high youth who came to
Kalamazoo as refugees. These refugee
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youth are from Syria, Congo and Afghanistan
and thoroughly enjoyed their time at WMU’s
Seelye Center. I’ve been working with a
WMU soccer player for several months to
setting up this opportunity and am grateful to
our college athletes for working
with this group of youths.
We are hopeful that these volunteer
opportunities in the Kalamazoo community
with the YWCA and the refugee youth will
develop into an ongoing ministry outreach.
One off the things that I am thankful to God
for this academic year is that we have been
blessed with 3 new students who are
attending our events on a regular basis. They
have been coming to the Sunday service at
Zion every week and have also started a
weekly card and game night on Friday
evenings, which has been a fun fellowship
event.

God’s blessings and peace to you all!
Pastor Mark
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Wednesday Menus
3/2

Northern Bean Stew
(Meatless)

The lilies are used to decorate the
church sanctuary.
Anyone interested in making a
contribution to the “Easter Lilies”
may do so by sending their gift to
the church office or putting it in the
offering plate along with this form. Please
note on your check “Easter Lilies.”
Contributions are due by April 3rd.

Chicken Noodle Soup

3/9

Taco Soup
Potato Soup

3/16

Mushroom & Wild Rice Soup
Vegetable Beef Soup

3/23

Lentil Soup
Chicken Fiesta Chowder

Contributions will be
acknowledged in the Easter
bulletin.

In Loving Memory of:
_______________________
In Thanksgiving of:
_______________________
In Honor Of:
_______________________
Given By:
_______________________

Giving Envelope #_______ Amount________

Visit the Puzzle Exchange,
downstairs in Room 100
Take a puzzle home to work
until we can get out in the
warm sunshine!
Call Denise O’Brien
@ 269-762-0465 with questions
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Book Review. Bread and Wine; Readings for
Lent and Easter. Plough Publishing. 2003.
The Bruderhof is a Christian community with
local self-sustaining locations in the United
States and other countries. It was founded in
Germany 1920, seeking to build a community
in which love and justice overcame isolation
and greed. Members share talents, income,
and possessions (like the early Church was
often led to do. They publish a literary journal
titled “Plough” as well as various books with
Christian themes. It is that journal which led
me to this wonderful resource for devotion.
I purchased Bread and Wine for my own
Lenten journey this year, and it is one of the
best such resources I have seen in a long
time. It contains a series of 72 devotions by a
variety of authors you are very familiar with.
The following is from the book jacket:
“Lent is a season of preparation, but it should
never be morose — an annual ordeal during
when we begrudgingly forgo a handful of
pleasures.
Instead, it ought to be
approached as an opportunity. After all, it is
meant to be the church’s springtime, when,
out of the darkness of sin’s winter, a
repentant, empowered people emerges.
Lent is a time to let go of excuses for failings
and shortcomings; to stop hanging on to
whatever shreds of goodness we perceive in
ourselves; a time to ask God to show us what
we really look like.

And yet our need for repentance cannot
erase the good news that Christ overcame all
sin. His resurrection frees us from ourselves...his
words resonate in this book.”
These readings are all specifically geared to
the theme of Lent and Easter. They are more
in depth and thorough than many of the brief
devotions we are used to, as each is several
pages long. They are grouped by these
themes: Invitation / Temptation / Passion /
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Crucifixion / Resurrection / New Life.
Wendell Berry, John Updike, Leo Tolstoy,
Kathleen Norris, Walter Wangerin, Simone
Weil, G. K. Chesterton, Kahil Gibran, Henri
Nouwen, John Updike, Oscar Wilde, C.S.
Lewis, Martin Luther, and Thomas Merton are
only a few of the authors whose works have
been complied in this practical help for the
discipline of Lent.
This is a book of devotions that can be read in
any order and one might revisit a single
reading every day of the week or read one
each day. These are so thoughtful and
powerful that you will likely turn to this many
times during the year when you are ready for
a quiet time.
As the mission of this Bruderhof community is
about seeking to live in the spirit of faith,
hope, and love in every aspect of our living,
you already have a sense of the flavor and
feel of the readings chose for this collection.
Here is a sample by Kathleen Norris:
“Once a little boy wrote a poem called “The
Monster Who Was Sorry.” He began by
admitting that he hates it when his father yells
at him: his response in the poem is to throw
his sister down the stairs, and then to wreck his
room, and finally to reck the whole town. The
poem concludes: “then I sit in my messy
house and say to myself ‘I shouldn’t have
done all that.’ “My messy house” says it all:
with more honesty than most adults could
have mustered, the boy had a metaphor for
himself that admitted the depth of his rage
and gave him a way out. If the boy had
been in the fourth-century monastic desert,
his elders might have told him that he was
well on the way toward repentance, not such
a monster after all, but only human. If the
house is messy, they might have said, why not
clean it up, why not make it into a place
God might wish to dwell?” [5]
where

This book is a treasure!

Pastor Seeber
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HELPING HANDS 2021 DELIVERIES
We would like to thank our Zion family
who participated in the Helping Hands
ministry again this year. If you recall we
did not take part in Helping Hands in 2020
due to COVID. We were unsure how
successful the program would be this
year, but are pleased to report it was
once again very successful. Zion has
always been supportive of this ministry.

Other items purchased include a wash
cloth, hand towel and bath towel for
each community person. These items
normally total $200. We do not give cash
to any of our community families, and try
to avoid giving gift cards.

A Very Special Thank You to Our
Sponsor Families…

Eight community families with around
thirty people benefited from your These families communicate with the
generosity.
community families to find out what

gifts and food they would like or need.
In the past we delivered the gifts to their They then make up the trees, wrap
All of our
homes. Due to COVID, this year we asked and deliver these gifts.
the families to pick up their gifts at Zion’s sponsor families did a wonderful job!
parking
lot.
There
were
some
complications, so we ended up delivering
Zion is proud of and thankful for our
to the homes of half the families while the
other half were able to pick up their gifts Sponsor families:
at Zion.
 Pete and Victoria Asaro


Jay, Evie, Indy, Rudy, and Natalia
Linebaugh

A question frequently asked, “How are the
money trees used?” Our sponsor families  Dave and Linda Mayer
receive $200 to spend on their community
family. If a gift tree isn’t returned, the  Jim and Jayne Mayer
sponsor family will likely purchase that gift.  Todd, Susie, and Anna Schierbeck
They may use some of the $200 for that
purpose. We also provide all the food  Angelo, Shelby, Jacob, and
Savannah Waterlander
items the family would desire for their
Christmas dinner. (They are responsible for  Kurt Weber and Pat Kaukola-Weber.
maki n g
th ei r
C h ri s tma s
mea l .)
Additionally, the remainder of the money
is used for paper products, hygiene If you would like to be a sponsor family,
products, and other food items.
The please contact Jim Mayer @ 375.8342
sponsor family spends the entire $200 on
these items. Any money left over from the
total contributions is used the following
year.
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Parish Report

MARCH BIRTHDAYS
3/2
3/3
3/4
3/6
3/7
3/8
3/9
3/10
3/11
3/13
3/15
3/16
3/17
3/18
3/19
3/21
3/22
3/24
3/25
3/26
3/27
3/28
3/29

3/30

Emma Hendricks, Alice Tomer
Joanne Mills
Pete Asaro, Priscilla Mercier,
Jon Nelson
Kevin DeVries
Andrea Grube
Alan Sarver, Olivia VanDenBerg
Frank Geib
Addyson Emig, Kaitlyn Hamilton,
Walter Kohnke
Lynne Gerfen, Kathy Harmon,
Katie Woodhams
Ryan DeMorrow, Mark Meyer,
Mike Proos
Cathy Geib,
Daniel Frazier
Nick Alsvig, Pat Frohnapfel,
Matthew Schuppel, Mary Tuttle
Philip Kunze
Gina Schipper
Kim Schommer
Julia Richards
Andrew Gast, Jason Masek,
Connor McGill
Mary Horensky
Randall Parat
Marie Freudenberg, David Masek
Madison Geib, Brian Kiessling,
Daniel Zerbel
Mary Berkhousen, Allison Watson,
Alexandria Whittaker
Todd Schierbeek

Deaths
Elda O’Brien

1-13-2022

HELPING OTHERS
We are collecting health care items
for Ministry with Community
Items Needed:


Bath size towels / wash clothes (new or
gently used)



Bars of soap—travel size



Shampoo / Conditioner travel or full size



Body Lotion—travel or full size



Toothbrushes



Toothpaste—travel or full size



Deodorant



Lip balm



Razors / shaving cream



Nail clippers



Sturdy tooth combs



Band-aids

Place your contributions in the bins located
in the hallway. Contact Jayne Mayer 3758342 with questions.

Thank you for helping others as Jesus
shows us His love every day in our
many blessings.

The wish list item for March is Canned Fruit
(no sugar). Place your donations in the
gray bins under the church office windows.
Thank you!
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Lenten Worship
Wednesdays,
March 2—March 30
Noon & 6:30p.m.
Soup Suppers 5:30p.m.

